
This is why Canada created a national 
cybersecurity standard, CAN/CIOSC 
104, that prescribes up to 55 
cybersecurity controls to keep your 
organization safe from cyber threats.

Over $100 billion is spent every year 
on cyber security. Yet attackers keep 
breaking in, stealing data or inflicting 
ransomware. Why?

It’s not a question of IF but WHEN 
cyber attackers will find your security 
holes and break in, unless you comply 
with CAN/CIOSC 104 and implement 
the necessary controls.

Because attackers easily find missing 
or broken controls and exploit them. 
Organizations of all types and sizes 
are vulnerable to attack. You may not 
know which controls to implement, or 
how-to, and have limited resources.

Canadian SMOs are 
Vulnerable to a 
“Spoofing” Cyber Attack

S O U R C E :  C Y B E R C A T C H  S M B V R

8/10

Average Cost of 
a Data Breach
S O U R C E :  I B M

$5.6M

RECENT HEADLINES

“Healthcare provider hit with 
two ransomware attacks at once 
by two different attackers who 
exploited missing controls.”

“Small Business shuts down 
permanently, unable to resume 
operations from Ransomware.  
All employees laid off.”

- Honourable Francois-Philippe Champagne
Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry, Canada

“

- Keith Jansa
CEO, CIO Strategy Council

“With cyber attacks on the rise, this 
new solution will support ISED's 
CyberSecure Canada program and 
our commitment to helping smaller 
businesses across Canada secure 
their systems and data to succeed 
in today's digital economy.

We are pleased to have 
published CAN/CIOSC 104 in 
collaboration with Standards 
Council of Canada and ISED and 
delighted to partner with 
CyberCatch to provide the 
Compliance Manager Solution.



Continuous Cyber Risk Mitigation

ATTAIN COMPLIANCE

MAINTAIN COMPLIANCE
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POWERED BY

CyberCatch Founder and CEO, Sai Huda, 
helped author CAN/CIOSC 104 and 
CyberCatch has been endorsed by 
Canada’s CIO Strategy Council (now 
renamed Digital Governance Council) 
and also CyberCatch is supported by 
Canada’s Ministry of Innovation, Science 
and Economic Development (ISED).

www.cybercatch.com

info@cybercatch.com

§ Detects non-compliance and gaps in cybersecurity controls

§ Quickly helps implement all necessary controls

§ Automatically and continuously tests controls from three dimensions 
(outside-in, inside-out and social engineering)

§ Detects missing or ineffective controls and helps fix so attacker 
cannot find and exploit

§ Calculates Patented Cyber Hygiene and Cyber Breach Score for true 
measurement of cyber risk

§ Continuous Access to Cybersecurity Experts

§ Continuous Compliance and Cyber Risk Mitigation

COMPELLING VALUE PROPOSITION


